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Please read through the notes first so that you can get an overview of how the page was put together ☺ 

In your Kit: 
5 x Patterned Papers 

1 x Cardstock 

Stencil 

Glitter 

Title 

Flower Pack 

Clocks 

White and Maroon Paper 

Photos and tools/products required: 
1 x 13xm x 18cm Landscape (cropped 

slightly) 

2 x 15cm x 10cm Landscape 

Blending tool and brown distress/dye ink 

Anita’s 3D Gloss/Glossy Accents 

Craft Sheet 

Foam to raise items with 

Basic Tools 

Red and Gold Dye Inkpads/Liquid Ink 

Step by Step Instructions:  (All edges were inked with a dark brown ink) 
1. Use the two Celebr8 Love papers as your background. 

2. On your craftsheet, squeeze some Anita’s 3D Gloss or Glossy Accents and add some glitter.  

Use the stencil from your kit and your finger as a tool (best tool you own!) and spread the 

glitter mixture on the left and right side of the two background papers (use the photo of 

the layout as a guide for placement).  Set this aside to dry – it takes about 30 minutes – 

depending on how thick you made the mixture.  Clean your craft sheet immediately. 

3. From the Graphic 45 paper, cut two pieces of 8cm x 30cm (side with numbers) and two 

pieces of 5cm x 30cm (red striped side) (3” x 12” and 2” x 12”). 

4. On your craft sheet, take your red and gold inks and add some to the sheet.  Mist with 

water and dip one of your sheets of white paper into the ink mixture.  Set this aside to dry.  

Repeat the step with the 2 embossed clockfaces.   

5. When dry, cut the paper strips in 2 pieces of 3cm x 30cm (1.5” x 12”) and swipe your brown 

inkpad over the coloured clock face to highlight the embossed areas. 

6. Sand and matt your two small photos.   

7. Cut a frame from the maroon gold embossed piece of paper for your main photo.  Mine is 

about 22cm x 15cm and 2cm wide.  I cut a smaller frame from the inside that was cut out 

to place over the two photos on the left page and I raised both the frames with fun 

foam/foam tape (refer to layout) 

8. Ink your chipboard “L” and “M” and when dry, add to title strip. 

9. Glue all your pieces of paper to the background. 

10. Use your blending tool and brown ink to blend the edges of the background papers you did 

the glitter technique on.  Please remember that the glitter mixture must first be completely 

dry before you do this.  The glitter will resist the ink and reveal gorgeous glittered circles!  

LOVE IT! 

11. Position and place your clocks, flowers and other elements.   

12. I cut a quote from the other Celebr8 paper and matted it on a piece of the other white 

cardstock in the kit that I inked.  I also added faux stitching with a black pen as an accent 

and matted it with left over paper. 

 

  


